
Prepositions and 
Prepositional Phrases

Grammar Focus



What are prepositions?

Prepositions are connecting words.

Examples:

Above

Below

During

Outside



What are compound prepositions?

Compound prepositions consist of more than one word.

Examples:

According to

Aside from

Because of

Instead of



What are prepositional phrases?

A prepositional phrase is a group of words that begins with a preposition and 
ends with a noun or pronoun, and is used as an adjective or adverb. 

Examples:

Above the stove

Below the deck

During the night

Outside the house



The purpose of prepositional phrases?

A prepositional phrase gives more information in a sentence. 

It tells…

Which one

How

When

Why

Who

where



prepositional phrases

A prepositional phrase never contains the subject of the 
sentence.

 



The object of the preposition

The object of the prepositional phrase is usually a noun or a pronoun. 

Examples:

Above the stove The object is: stove

Below the deck The object is: deck

During the night The object is: night

Outside the house The object is: house



The object of the preposition

Examples:

Above the stove The object is: stove

Below the deck The object is: deck

During the night The object is: night

Outside the house The object is: house



PRACTICE

Underline the three prepositional phrases in the sentence:

Paul and his brother were walking toward the spooky house when they noticed 
four black bats hanging under the ceiling of the front porch. 



PRACTICE

Paul and his brother were walking toward the spooky house when they noticed 
four black bats hanging under the ceiling of the front porch. 

List the preposition and the object of each prepositional phrase.  

Preposition Object

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.



PRACTICE
ANSWER

Paul and his brother were walking toward the spooky house when they noticed 
four black bats hanging under the ceiling of the front porch. 

Prepositional phrase Object

1. Toward 1. house

2. Under 2. ceiling

3. Of 3. porch



PRACTICE

Underline the three prepositional phrases in the sentence:

In my refrigerator, I have two bottles of chocolate milk, four oranges, and cold 
spaghetti from last night’s dinner.



PRACTICE

In my refrigerator, I have two bottles of chocolate milk, four oranges, and cold 
spaghetti from last night’s dinner.

List the preposition and the object of each prepositional phrase.  

Preposition Object

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.



PRACTICE
ANSWER

In my refrigerator, I have two bottles of chocolate milk, four oranges, and cold 
spaghetti from last night’s dinner.

Preposition Object

1. In 1. refrigerator

2. Of 2. Milk, oranges, spaghetti

3. From 3. game



Practice

Write a sentence using the preposition under and the object 
tree. Use proper capitalization, spelling, and punctuation. 



Practice

Find 5 sentences in your reading book that has 5 
prepositional phrases.

1. Write the sentence (with citation-the author’s last name 
and page number).

2. Underline the prepositional phrase. 
3. Put paper in the basket. 




